-

he data are thin and subject to bias.
The ideas are not earthshaking; in fact,
they square pretty well with some theories. Nevertheless, it attracted a lot of attention and generated a lot of argument
when Phillips and colleagues published
two papers on worldwide patterns in forest turnover in the tropics. In one paper’,
they showed a trend for increasing rates
of turnover through time, in the otherz,
they showed ihat high turnover was a predictor of high tree diversity. Recently,SheiP
and Phillips el al.4 rekindled their earlier
debates-6with opinion articles in Oihos.
The theories behind the two observations are straightforward. The trend for
increasing turnover is most likely due to
gradually increasing CO, concentration’.
Elevated CO, increases plant growth, so
it is reasol;able to hypothesize that overall forest growth is increasing, and if trees
grow faster, recruitment and mortality
rates (the metrics of turnover) would increase. The diversity correlation also fits
well-knowntheories: high diversity tends
to correlate with high productivity’ or
with intermediate productivitys”; according to either, moderate increases in forest
productivity could increase diversity.
Nevertheless, judging from someof the
reactions 1have heard over the past two
years, Phillips’s ideas are more heretical
than Jeremy Rifkin’s.Many forest ecologists have explanations for why the results
are wrong: in fact, one of the co-authors of
Phillips’spresentation at a meeting of the
Association for Tropical Biologywithdrew
authorship immediately beforehand due
to concerns about the analyses. The criticisms have been of three general types:
statistical, arguing that the data do not
show the claimed trend when analyzed
correctly; artefactual, claimingthat the patterns are due to biases inherent in small
forest plot data; and theoretical, maintaining that the suggested mechanisms do
not work. SheiF. and Hall elal.1” voiced
some of these concerns in print. On the
other hand, Pimm and Sugdenn published
a more favorable summary of Phillips and
Gentry’.
Why did the Phillips papers generate
so many negative responses? Clearly, part
of it is competitive jealousy: Phillips el al.
took a simple dataset and turned it into two
papers in the most important USscience
journals. But another part was legitim
ticism: the data are cru
based on various plot sizes, at widely
varying census intervals, from subjectively
chosen sites, so it is perfectly reasonable to
examine them closely. I repeated straightTREE vol.
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dataset to lose basal area4,sugg?stingthat
the majestic effect is n~impo~tant. I tried
testing the majestic effect with data from
a plot on Barro Colorado Island,
Panama: the five hectares with the most
forward regressions using the data shown
2ljm) in 1983did have low
in the two papers’,’ and found the two
ing 1382-1985 (76% of the
stated correlations. However, it is easy to
, and this rose slightly by
raise questions. Figure 1 in Ref. 1, in par- 1990-1995(86%of average), just as Sheil
ticular, is a guaranteed red flag: it greatly predicts. Moreover, these five hectares
overstates sample size by tallying each did have excess basal area in 1982(12.0%
datum many times, once for each year be- of the plot’s), and this declined by 1995
tween censuses. If the graph of turnover (to 11.8X),as predicted by Phillips.
versus time is drawn with only one point
Finally, regarding the census-interval
per datumlo,the increasing trend is not as effect, Phillipset al. countered by showing
striking,and there is a hint that it is manudo not have shorter
factured from a low rate in Asia - where
the pronounced destudies were earlier - and a high rate in
e in longer intervals
Latin America. Hall ef a/.10show that the
1illustrates at Budongo -a highly
variance in mortality rates measured in
d site in Uganda - would pr&small plots is high and that global trends
old-growth fore::t.s,
willbe very difficultto prove without much where mortality-prone pioneer species .rre
larger samples.
rarelz. At Barre Colorado, annual mortalNevertheless, the patterns are there ity of trees z IOcmdbh (diameter at bre,lst
when all data ar
and they war- height) over 13years was 2.26X,whilt-in
rant theorizing.
on is, though, the 3-5 year intervals within the io~,~,er
whether Phillips et d’s theories make interval, it was 2.21%(mean ot 3 intervals).
sense, or whether therr are more munAfinalclass of arguments about PhillIps
dane or artefactual explanations. Sheil has etal.‘s conclusions is theoretical or mechasuggested several potential biases in small- nistic, and the diversity correlation fares
plot data which could lead to erroneous pretty well in these discussions. Increiscorrelation&5.One is the ‘majesticeffect?
ing the frequency of disturbance in forest
ecologists put plots in exceptionally tall should lead to higher densities of invasive
and unbroken canopy. These sites might species, and in old-growth, where such
initially have low turnover, but would species are rare, it seems reasonable to
gradually revert to a more disturbance- predict that this would iead to higher diprone canopy aid suffer increasing mor- versity in small plots. It is questionable,
tality. (Likewise, if someone repeatedly though, whether higher turnover is due to
placed plots around large light gaps, mor- higher forest productivity, as Phillipset al.
tality rates might decrease through time). assert. They did not find a correlation beAnother potential bias in long-term tween turnover and total rainfal!(although
census data is caused by variation in cen- both correlate with diversity) as might be
sus interval -the longer the interval, the expected from some diversity theories: a
lower the mortality (or recruitment) rate positive association between moisture
will appear? This is simply because high- and diversity - observed in many terresmortality species weed themselves out in trial communities-has been attributed to
early years, so that longer intervals are a correlation between moisture 2nd prodbased more on longer-lived species. If re- uctivity’. Perhaps high-turnover sites are
cent census intervals were shorter than not more productive, but simply more disearly ones, then a recent increase in mor- turbed (more wind, weaker soils?), and
tality would be easily explained. Further- these disturbances promote diversity.Likemore, SheiPsuggests that the diversity cor- wise, moist sites may be more productive
relation with turnover might be an artefact but not more dynamic.
Although increased turnover seems
of successional changes in diversity. In a
graphical model, be indicates that more likely to correlate with slightly higher lorecently disturbed forests have much cal diversity, it seems very unlikely to be
higher diversity than older forests, and a driver of broad diversity patterns. Most
also higher turnover. Thus, in a series of tree species in a forest are in a small
rious stages in this re- (shade-tolerant) demographic spat@, and
the added diversity in highly diverse formost diverse woul
ests comes in this group. It seems much
have the highest turnover.
Phillips et al. countered these criti- more likely that the converse holds-that
cisms. They point out that Sheil’sgraphi- major diversity differences drive s1igh.t
cal model of diversity-succession is wrong, changes in forest turnover. LOW-rlkrsii:~
as older forests are not generally less di- forests have more uniform canopies where
verse than younger4. Also, they show that neighboringtrees better protect each other
there is no tendency for plots in their from windthrow.
0 1997. Elsevier Science Ltd. AI1 rights reserved.
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to esplain a global inare even more
debatable. Sheiksraises the possibility that
increasing turnover was caused by recent
strong El W,os. The El Nifio of 1983 caused
drought and ~~~~rta~~ty
in Borneo”:’ and at
~arro C rloradol-1.Were these effects broad
enough to generate the worldwide pattern
and Gentry see? Phillips el ai.” arthey were not. For example, most
of the Ecuadorian and Peruvian plots that
showed sharp increases in turnover during
the late 1980s were not known to suffer
from El Ni~o events. Pimm and Sugden”
added that other climatic shifts - such as
storm frequency - could also affect forest
tuw~ver, but it is hard to imagine a clim~tic variable that wolnltl cause simultnnmus increase in turnover aPParound the
crease in forest productivity

Phillips et al. might be right, and they
might be wrong. To decide, we obviously
need further tests. Predictions are clear:
turnover should keep increasing with CO,
concentrations, and direct measures of
primary productivity should correlate with
diversity measures. Our series of a dozen
larr;e forest plotsli, where problems with
small samples and varying methods are
avoided, will provide some clear answers.
Beyond these simple correlations, though,
we need sophisticated and pluralistic approaches that consider simultaneously
the importance of density dependence, rc
source use, competitive differences and
random forces in deterlni~ing diversity of
species and guilds in tropical forests. Simple models consitlering factors in isolation
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Thir is why Phillips and Genlry’ settled 011 the CO., hypothesis, but it is illSO
difficult to defend. Although lab-grown
plants do show improved growth in the
short-term when fed more CU,, long-term
effects in the field are by no means
cut: some experiments have pro
negative results. Productivity of ind”viduals or communities could easily be limited by other factors. It thus seems very unlikely that forests around the tropics would
all show a simultaneous spurt of productivity due to elevated Cta, -there are too
many different forests with different factors limiting growth. I prefer to think that
the apparent increase in turnover is a statistical anomaly.
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ecent work by Steve Frank’-:’ of the

University of California develops an interesting new approach to an unresolved
puzzle in evolutionary biology: bow groups
of lower-level units have evolved to form
higher-level cohesive functional units. Such
coo~~e~at~o~~appears across the whole
spectrum of life, from the earliest replicators forming cooperative units of sufficient
complexity to allow accurate copying of
genetic material, through the orderly mendelian segregation of chromosomes within
cells, right up to animal societies. The prob
lem in ex~la~~~~~coo~le~ation alld group
formation is in explaining why selfish individuals (which obtain benefits from the
group without paying any costs) do not
prosper, causing the group to disintegrate.
This problem is strongly related to the
‘tragedy of the commons’ described in ecocomic theory4. Here, competition for a
shared resource induces individuals to be
%Trighi

0 !W.

f1 Ii. (I!lK)

the response of plant funclioaanll

--

---

ever more rapacious, ultimately overexplaiting ;he resource to the detrimenr of
all
can this selfish behaviour, which
on
Id expect to be favoured by sclection in the short term, be held in
One suite of commonly us
ments for explaining how cooperation can
survive comes from game theory. Ccjoyrown to flourish in games

series of similar situations where each can
choose to act selfishly or cooperatively.
and the pay-offs to each depend on the
strategies played by both. This requires
that the two individuals meet more than
once, that they can recognize each other
from previous encounters and can remember how the other behaved in previous
encounters. These requirements clearly restrict the applicability of such game-theory
solutions.
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Another potential mechanism behind
cooperation is kin selection. Common genetic material between individuals should
lead to reduced selection for selfish bebaviour. Frank’ uses a simple model of cooperation to illustrate that relatedness can
repress competition. Let w,! be the fitness
for an individual j in gi’oup i. Let z.,/!XY
the competitive intensity of that indlndual(0 <zVc 1). Further, let z, be the mean
competitive intensity of all the individuals
in group I. Frank assumes that these can
be related through the expression
UI

‘I

=

;$I - 2,)
,

In this model, individuals gain a share
(L;,,/:,) of the group’s productivity, but
this productivity itself decreases as the
average competitive intensity of grou
members increases. Frank (using the approach worked out by Taylor and Frank’)
shows that the evolutionary stable competitive abihty is given by
z,, = 2, = 1 - r

(2)

where ris the kin selection coefficient of relatedness (increasing rsignifies increasing
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